where the pm are countably separated measures on F, almost every 23(i) is a factor in the equivalence class £, and the ^Bm are various abelian von Neumann algebras. The proof uses a double integral technique of Mackey [16, Theorem 2.11] . In an attempt to make the latter more accessible, we have included a careful exposition of the theory in §4. Our approach gives some information even when the quotient measure is not countably separated (see Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5) .
In §6 we consider the global pathology that might occur should F be nonsmooth. Introducing the notion of global type, it becomes apparent that a von Neumann algebra of global type II could not be centrally smooth.
We are indebted to R. V. Kadison for several fruitful conversations on the material in §6, and to both him and J. Ringrose for ideas that resulted in Lemma 2.5. We have recently a manuscript from J. Feldman [6] , in which he has proved the analogue of Theorem 2.8 for the representation and state spaces of separable C*-algebras. 2 . Subsets of sé. Let Q" be the bounded linear operators on §". The weak, (T-weak, strong, and cr-strong topologies generate the same Borel structure on ß", and the algebraic operations are Borel.
Let G" be the group of unitaries on §" with the strong topology. G" is a polonais topological group [3, Lemma 4] , and defining <p":G"®sén->sé" by <£"([/, 21) = 1/2Ï.I/-1, we obtain a transformation group. Lemma 2.1. 4>" is Borel. Let 3" be the scalar multiples of the identity operator on §". 21 -» 21 ® 3oe may be realized as a map 9 of sé into séoe as follows. For each n, choose an infinite sequence of isometries U¡" of %>" into §oe, for which the projections Ein = UinUfn are orthogonal and E»Ete-/. Define 0n': £"->£" by 0X4)= ZtUinAU*. 6 'n is a a-weakly continuous isomorphism of £" into fioe which preserves the identity.
If %esén, let Ö"(2I) = {0"'G4):.4e2I}. As 0"' is <r-weakly continuous, it is the adjoint of a map 6'n, : £oe.-►£".. As 8' " is an isometry, we have for /efix,, ||/K(2I)|| = K./|2I||, and from [5, Theorem 1], 6" is Borel. We let 6 = \J"9".
Proof. If 21 e sé", let G"(2I) be the stabilizer subgroup of 21 in G", i.e., those unitary U with U%U* = 21. As G"(2I) consists of the UeGn with 1/21(7* £ 21 and l/*2Il/ £ 21, G"(2I) is closed in G". From [3, Lemma 3], there exists a Borel set T in G" intersecting each left coset of G"(2I) in one point. We have [21] = UGn x {21}) = 4>n(T x {21}).
As <pn is Borel and one-to-one on;the standard Borel space T x {21}, [21] Let Fn be the factors on §>", and ^ = \J™=xFn. From [5, Corollary 3 of Theorem 3] Fn is a Borel subset of sé", hence F isa Borel subset of sé. We wish to show that Ffin, the finite factors, is also Borel.
If 21 is a von Neumann algebra and A e 21, let Kn(A) be the weak closure of finite convex sums of elements of the form UAU*, with U a unitary in 21.
Lemma 2.5. Let 'übe a factor and E j= 0,1 be a projection in 21. 21 is infinite if and only ifOe k%(E) or Oe k%(I -E).
Proof. If 21 is finite, and t is the normalized trace on 21, t must be constant on each of the sets k%(E) and k%(I -E). As x(E) and z(I -E) are nonzero,
i k<u(E) and i m(I -E).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use If 21 is infinite, say that I -E is infinite. For any n, we may choose partial isometries Ux,---,Un with UfUt = E and UiU* = Ei orthogonal projections with Ei^I-E. Let
Then V¡ is unitary, and
As n is arbitrary, 0 e k%(E). Similarly, if E is infinite, 0 e k%(I -E). As one or the other is infinite, we are done. Proof. Let x" be a fixed nonzero vector in §>". As 21 => 21' is Borel, we have from the above lemmas that
is Borel on F{in nF'finn%n.
From Corollary 2.3, Borel sets in F and F separate points. We recall that a Borel space is countably separated if there exists a countable family of Borel sets, or equivalently, complex-valued Borel functions, separating points. As F is standard, should F or F be countably separated, it would be analytic [18, p. 141]. 
are disjoint analytic sets. As their union is the standard space F, both must be Borel (see [13, §35 , III]), hence a(D) is Borel in F. 4 . Direct integral theory. We begin with a brief summary of the constructive theory in order to introduce our terminology. Details and omitted proofs may be found in [2, Chapter II].
As suggested in [7, pp. 83-84] and [19, p. 634], one may regard a field of objects over a Borel space as a cross-section in an appropriate "bundle". We shall instead use "coherences" to map fields into bundles with constant fiber. (We essentially follow [17] .) It is then unnecessary to introduce the bundle terminology.
By a measure p on a Borel space (Z, F), we mean a real, non-negative, finite, countably additive function on F. If x:Z^>$>" is weakly Borel, let x(p) be the class of weakly Borel functions of Z into $", equal to x /¿-almost everywhere. Let Let §0 = £0 = sé0 = {0}. As it will be necessary to consider four varieties of fields, we introduce the "fibers": We say a family of vectors {xx} spans a topological vector space X if the linear space generated by the xx is dense in X. Rephrasing some of the results in [2, Chapter II], we have (1) //x:Z-> §" is a uniformly bounded Borel field in §>, p-*x(p) is a y-
Borel field in p->$(p), uniformly bounded on M(Z)X. (2) If A:Z->2U is a uniformly bounded Borel field on §, p-+A(p) is a uniformly bounded y-Borel field on p^ §>(p). (3) // 21: Z -+séu is a Borel field on$>, « -> 2I(ju) is a y-Borel field in p -* §>(p).
Proof. Let Z have a compact metrizable topology generating its structure, and let (£(Z) be the continuous functions on Z. Choose g¡ uniformly dense in G(Z). Then for each peM(Z), the gt(p) span L00 (pi) in the weak* topology. Let eni,e"2, ••• be an orthonormal basis for §", n ^ 1, and define xnj{Ç) = enj for C e Z", x"j(Q = 0 elsewhere. From Lemma 4.2, the vectors g¡xn/jí) span §(u). Furthermore, for any combination of subscripts, giËi'dp it n = n', j=j', (4) p-*giXnJ(p) Let R be an equivalence relation on a Borel space X, and n be the quotient map of X onto the set of equivalence classes X/R. Providing X/R with the quotient structure, we say that R is smooth if X/R is countably separated. If p is a measure on X, define the quotient measure v on X/R by v(T) = «(7t-1(T)). We have included the following version of the decomposition theorem for p (see [1] , [21] , [9] , [20] ) as it gives partial results for non smooth relations. Lemma 4.4. Suppose that R is an equivalence relation on a standard Borel space Z, p is a measure on Z, and v is the quotient measure on Z\R. Then there exists a Borel map £-►«,; of Z\R into M(Z)X such that if f is a bounded Borel function on Z, and h is a v-integr able function on Z/R, then (6) j h o n(0f(0dp(0 = ¡KO¡ f(0dp,(C)dv(0.
If R is smooth, each pt may be chosen concentrated in 7i_1(C).
Proof. If Z is countably or uncountably infinite, it is Borel isomorphic to the one-point compactification of the integers, or to the Cantor set, respectively. Thus we may let Z have a zero-dimensional, compact, metrizable topology. Let £ be the algebra of sets generated by a countable basis of compact open sets. 1, is countable, and any decomposition of a set in £ into non empty disjoint sets in Ü must be finite. It follows that any finitely additive, non-negative function on S is a measure, and as E generates the Borel structure on Z, extends uniquely to a measure on Z (see [10, p. 54]).
For each Borel set S in 2, C-* p(Snn~1(C)) is absolutely continuous with respect to v, hence there is a non-negative Borel function gs on Z\R with (6) is true. Linearity implies the same for simple / and h, i.e., finite linear combinations of Borel characteristic functions. If / and h are as described in the lemma, choose simple /" and h" with /"-»/, hn-+h pointwise, and |/"|^|/|, \hn\ ;g | h\. As /is bounded, it is /¿¿-integrable, and J" fndPi -* j fdpç • Thus C -* j" fdpç is Borel, and as / was arbitrary, £ -> pî 
is Borel. From (11) it follows that /¿-> /¿° is Borel. It is a simple exercise to check that the centrally smooth global factors are those of the form % ® 23m, $ a factor, and that such an algebra has global type I if m -1, and global type III if m = 0. Thus a global factor (or in fact, any von Neumann algebra) of global type II would not be centrally smooth. The existence of such an algebra would imply that F and F are nonsmooth, and the existence of uncountably many nonalgebraically isomorphic factors would follow. We are currently examining the von Neumann algebras associated with the regular representations of countable discrete groups. We remark that it is not difficult to prove that if such a group has all of its automorphism classes (other than that of the identity) infinite, then the corresponding algebra is a global factor. The rationals under addition form such a group.
We have been unable to give a global characterization for the centrally smooth von Neumann algebras. In particular, we do not know if the analogue of Guichardet's theorem for multiplicity free representations [8] is true. Specifically, is any globally multiplicity free von Neumann algebra on a separable Hubert space centrally smooth?
